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About This Game

The Gunstar family are the protectors of the planet Gunstar 9.
After many years of peace, vicious dictator Colonel Red kidnapped the Gunstar twins’ older brother and used mind control to
make him his slave. Now, with the aid of the Mystical Gems, he’s threatening to release Golden Silver the Destructor from the

Gunstar 9 moon, with apocalyptic consequences!
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Title: Gunstar Heroes
Genre: Action
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.
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Here's my Blind Let's Play:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/c6Jcrc8z-Rw

Simply one of the worst 'experiences' I have ever had the misfortune to play. I genuinely believe that this game could cause
people to go insane simply due to the complete lack of ANYTHING. They say that staring into the nothingness of space could
make a man go crazy, perhaps the same could apply to a lack of content?. Very interesting puzzle game, relaxing and intelligent!
You will need more than some good idea to finish it.
The bad: a random circle puzzle game in the middle (solved after much time) and a little short experience , because it ends when
you start to get involved.
Really don't lose it when steam offers occurs, but buy it as a second game ;) otherwise look for something else.
Lord's Opinion: 7= / 10 (because it's short). I simply adore the dragon paint job! Aftr seing the demo images, I had to have this
for my DAF truck.

Best thing I've ever done! :). well this is so funny but not to fun i think this should be in the top 20 so you should get this its
super fun to!. There's a difference between making a game difficult and making it frustrating. Having to repeat the six
platforming puzzles over and over because touching a spike instakills you gets old fast. Especially when the last dungeon is
entirely consistent of them. Did a 100% clear of the game, so it has nothing to do with my inability to complete the obstacles but
moreso the stupid way that they were set up.. An awesome gem of a brick breaker game with physics, power ups, and even boss
battles! The amazing music in this game is reason enough to buy it!. The Community has abadoned this game a long time ago.
Within a day thier is one left that can stand up to your ship.. UNPLAYABLE. The game blacks out, keeps trying to run the
game, quits to desktop randomly and closes itself with no prompts. Can't open and navigate the task manager to quit it once
youve booted it up because of blacked out window resize issues, and then steam never recognizes that you shut it down and says
its running once the process has been ended. Have to reboot computer befor I can do anything else.. I'm a lover of all things
neon and twin-stick, but this game gets it completely wrong. The presentation is a mess with so much conflicting information
and ugly noise you'll never see what hits you. Maybe it's fun once you're fully upgraded, and that is the definition of broken
design. Skip it. Spend your money on some burgers. \u2612
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it's a mobile game...please..... This was an old review for the original game; I have yet to buy Crimson Metal Redux)

PROS:
-The guns have some pretty decent kick to them.

-Health kits and ammo are plentiful.

-You run ridiculously fast.

CONS:
-The game looks like a mod for Quake 2, which makes the hyper-realistic viewmodel all the more jarring to look at.

-Despite what I said about health kits and ammunition being plentiful in this game, the game is extremely difficult. Although
you start with 1,000 health, the enemies in the first room can absolutely pulverize you.

-The environments are way too dark.

-Your FOV is way too high by default.

-If you don't save, then it's back to square one if you die.

-There's no quicksave function. You have to go to the pause menu, click "Save Game", and click "Load Game" to load up that
save. Even then, it takes, like, 5 minutes.

- You can't customize your controls.

- The game is horribly optimized.. So good...the visuals are charming, and considering how many levels there are, which there
are a lot of them, it's amazing that the dev. was able to keep the gameplay and level design and layout so fresh. Each level seems
unique and there are new mechanics explored every few levels. It's certainly addictive yet deserving of your time and attention.
There is no dought that the developer put his heart and time into this project and it shows. Please buy it if you like platformers,
you won't be disapointed!. BUY THIS GAME IT'S AWESOMEE !! First of all i am a universty student Naval architecture and
machine engineering. This game is pretty good for controlling and firing ships. Also you can control planes perfectly. This game
was created years ago but i think graphics and gameplay is awesome...You will not regret it...If you love ships, then buy this....
10/10 wooden bondage simulator, would fap to again. Sometimes a little too cutesy, sometimes a little too easy, but lots of fun,
quirky, and a fling back to the good old days of adventure puzzle games (plus I went to school with one of the voice actors)..
Enticing weirdness at the expense of gameplay and writing.

This game is not without positives: each level has a distinct look and theme that separates it from the last and it makes all of the
stages feel unique in some way. The puzzle/FPS mechanics are sometimes put to the side for more unconventional sections that
always surprised me and made me want to keep playing just to see what was next.

However, those were the only sections of the game that i saw as genuinely interesting. The game is held back by a few glaring
issues that constantly got in the way of its interesting ideas:

- The gunplay is poor. Enemies have no AI to speak of and get stuck on the environment constantly because of their nonexistent
pathing. It's a shame because the guns you're given all look and sound like something you'd see in an actual FPS like Doom. The
puzzles are enjoyable but extremely simple and conventional, a harmless distraction and nothing more.

-Writing overall was meh: some of the poems found in the game felt rushed, especially when some of the rhymes were very
clearly forced (Good prose beats Poor verse any day of the week). Some of the dialogue also read like something you'd see in an
online chatroom rather than in a narrative focused video game but i suppose some people might prefer that style of writing that's
more relatable and closer to how people talk IRL, i personally didn't. Some characters are also remarkably dumb, such as a lady
that tasks you with jumping into a black hole for dubious reasons before confessing that she's afraid of being abandoned, even
though you're the only other person present in the level she's in.
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-This game is insanely preachy: every piece of dialogue feels like the developers are trying to shove life lessons down your
throat. I have no problem with some philosophy in video games, but not when nearly every piece of dialogue is trying to send a
life changing message my way. I tried to run with it at first, but it became so persistent that it made me develop that "you can't
tell me what to do" attitude you get when a game tries way too hard to tell you what's right and what's wrong.
This is more personal but i also found some of the depictions of mental health issues immensely misleading and naive: during a
specific level you play as a character who has very obvious social anxiety and self esteem issues, but halfway through the stage
you meet another character that, as stated earlier, throws a life lesson your way and suddenly fixes both of those issues instantly.
I could brush this off as a joke or a small misstep, but not when This Realm Of Mine takes itself as seriously as it does. Some
self awareness would've gone a long way in making these small problems more palatable.. Frustrating running text simulator
with a really interesting story that I would love to explore more of.. When I was young, my brother and I received a game from
our godmother that we had no idea what it was about. All we saw on the case were the words "Lost Eden" and a pterodactyl
flying over a jungle. We booted the game up and we started playing. AND THEN THE MUSIC KICKED IN. My brother and I
were freaked out and imeadiately turned off the game. We had nightmares for weeks.
Flashforward a decade later, we start replaying the game with our cousin and we braved through it.
Flashforward another decade and it's finally on Steam and still one of my favorite games from childhood!
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